Yamaha g16 golf cart governor adjustment

A golf cart governor is a mechanical device that helps in controlling the maximum speed of the
cart when it moves on flat ground. This device prevents the engine RPMs from increasing
beyond the recommended specifications. The governor on a golf cart can be adjusted easily by
loosening the tension on its springs using a wrench or screwdriver to get the golf cart going at
a relatively faster speed. In some cases, the adjustment can be done by turning the cable nut
that connects the cable to the throttle lever in the counter-clockwise direction. This type of
governor is often found in 2-cycle golf carts. The top speed of an EZGO golf cart is usually With
governor adjustment, the EZGO cart can go faster by 5 to 10mph. In other words, the 15mph
speed can be raised to 22mph with the adjustment. It usually takes only five minutes to get the
adjustment done. With some basic mechanical expertise and general-purpose tools, you can do
this yourself. The process is more or less the same in all golf carts. You may have to do steps 6
and 7 a few times before you get the desired speed for the golf cart. It must be noted that the
above steps apply only to gas golf carts. There is no governor in an electric golf cart. Most
EZGO golf carts have four-stroke engines. However, there are a few carts with other types of
engines. The governor adjustment process is different for both types of engines. Take care
when tightening the nut. Start with just a quarter turn. Also, check the specifications of the cart
for the maximum governed speed permissible. In modern all-electric golf carts, the spring and
cable are often not visible. This can make the adjustment process quite challenging. There are
instances when golf cart owners want to bypass the governor in their carts. Here are some ways
to do this using a few basic tools. This is an easy way to bypass the golf cart governor and is
supported by new model Yamaha golf carts that have a different setup from the G1 cart. This
process involves removing the threaded rod and 10mm nut from the governor. It must be noted
that that the above-mentioned spring flip method must not be carried out on a drive featuring a
team axle. Doing so will result in losing the function of the governor and a new input shaft will
have to be installed. Connect the gas pedal directly to the carburetor opening. Make sure that
the carburetor opens fully when the pedal is pressed and closes completely when the pedal is
released to avoid backfiring. At times, the bolt on the shaft housing the gas pedal will have to be
removed to pull the gas pedal and turn it in the direction of the notch in the shaft. The throttle
cable coming from the gas pedal generates a response to the spring-loaded linkage. This
linkage is counteracted by the governor in the golf cart. If you want to bypass the governor,
disconnect and reconnect the throttle cable once again without the intervening linkage. Ensure
that the return spring is secured properly. Check to see if there is a governor plate between the
engine and the carburetor. If there is such a plate, remove the plate along with its shaft. Close
the shaft holes with screws of appropriate size. You can also make use of an epoxy like
Marine-Tex sealant to close the holes. In a John Deere Gator golf cart, the governor is equipped
with two governor arms. The bypassing can be done by carrying out a zip-tie action on both the
governor arms. Wrap a zip-tie around the governor arm bolt and pull it as tight as possible. This
stimulates the same effect of tightening the locknut. Turn the 10mm nut inward until you get the
desired speed. It might also be a good idea to get a speed spring installed. Avoid
over-tightening the nut to keep off problems such as oil getting into the muffler and carburetor
because of the high speed. Compress or tighten the foot throttle cable spring using a wrench to
gain some extra speed. Take care not to over-rev the motor as this affects its life. If the governor
is a part of the ignition system, make a substitution with a signal ignition switch. The following
methods show you how to adjust the governor on your Club Car DS or Precedent golf cart.
Locate the governor above the gearbox and loosen or add slack to the spring by backing off the
spring tension. This makes the cart go at a slow speed. Skip to content Table of Contents.
Continue Reading What is a 9 Degree Driver? A 9 degree driver is a low loft driver and is most
convenient for golfers having fast swing speeds. These drivers create a positive angle of attack
and generate little spin. Continue Reading. Why is my golf cart horn not working? However, a
fault in the wiring can cause a short circuit [â€¦]. The throttle cable plays a key role in ensuring
smooth power delivery and acceleration of the cart. It ensures that your golf cart operation is
smooth and safe. As the length of the throttle cable increases, it stops the throttle lever from
being pulled back. This will in turn increase the speed of your golf cart. The above adjustment
will not increase the speed of the golf cart a lot but it will open up the throttle plate completely
so that you get the right top speed. For and later models, you will additionally have to do the
rear cable adjustment. This must be done after the forward cable adjustment. You can use the
following guidelines for the adjustment. The steps given below can be used to adjust the
throttle of your EZGO cart with an unhooked governor if the cart surges at slow speed but
moves well at half and full throttles. This is often due to a problem in the linkage near the back
of the engine where two rods and ball joints are connected between the rear end and the
carburetor. Replacing the linkage will solve the problem. The throttle cable is kept in position in
the governor bracket using two nuts. This is where you should do the adjustment. The throttle

cable requires only a little slack and not too much. Avoid bending the bracket too much as it
can trigger the throttle movement before the ignition gets turned on. After adjusting the cable,
check if the carburetor throttle opens and closes fully when the pedal is pressed and released.
Do this check with the key in the OFF position. Adjust the throttle cable from the governor to the
carburetor by turning the governor lever in the counterclockwise fully. Ensure that the
carburetor throttle valve is open fully. If not, turn the adjustment nuts either inwards or
outwards to adjust the throttle cable. Adjust the throttle cable from the accelerator to the
governor by releasing the accelerator to its limit and checking that the throttle valve opens up
completely, exactly at this moment. If the opening occurs before the limit is reached, the cable
is undesirably tight and the nuts have to be turned inwards or outwards for adjustment. The
cable must have a free play of only 0. The cable should have some slack to avoid backfiring.
Skip to content Table of Contents. Continue Reading What is a 9 Degree Driver? A 9 degree
driver is a low loft driver and is most convenient for golfers having fast swing speeds. These
drivers create a positive angle of attack and generate little spin. Continue Reading. Why is my
golf cart horn not working? However, a fault in the wiring can cause a short circuit [â€¦].
Adjusting the governor on a Yamaha golf cart begins with detaching a spring adjustment cable
from the carburetor. Use a screwdriver to turn the bolts holding the governor clockwise to
increase the speed. Run the cable on the gas pedal to the carburetor and reattach it at the
original position of the governor cable. Adjust the gas pedal according to your needs. Start by
locating and detaching the carburetor from the governor. Turn the bolts that hold the carburetor
in place clockwise if you want to increase the speed of your vehicle. Allow direct flow of power
from the gas pedal to the carburetor by detaching the gas pedal cable from the carburetor and
reattaching it to where you unplugged the original governor cable. Locate cable nuts holding
the cable to the throttle lever and adjust the main cable nut in place using a screwdriver. Turn
the nut anti-clockwise to elongate the cable, thus increasing the speed of the cart. You can
reduce your vehicle's speed by turning the nut clockwise. Adjust the length of the gas pedal by
removing the bolt on its shaft. After the adjustment, refasten the bolt and press the pedal. Make
adjustments according to your speed needs. More From Reference. How to Use a Personal Loan
Calculator. Mailing a Letter to Japan? I am looking to get a little more speed out of my 97
yamaha g I have read on hear that you can turn the 10 mm screw in and gain speed. I have done
this , used up all the threads, and I did gain quit a bit of speed. From about 12 mph to about
17mph. My question is, will this hurt the motor running it at wot? Also, I have looked into the
speed spring and was wondering if anyone has done this same setting replacing the speed
spring and turning the 10 mm nut all the way in. I have done a search but can't find a definitive
answer. Thanks, Scott. Today BGW. Sponsored Links. Find More Posts by IndianAcres.
Originally Posted by IndianAcres. Thanks, I will be ordering the speed spring soon. I pulled the
body off today and while that is at the body shop getting a fresh coat of paint, I will be
addressing some minor rust issues. I will post some pics as soon as I figure out how, lol.
Bigfoot, you might not need to run the 10mm nut all the way in depending on how fast you want
to go. Are you running stock size tires or larger? I'm assuming your still stock. I did the same
stuff Indian did except for the carb. I have 22" tires, torque spring, speed spring and about 1"
left on my 10mm nut and I run 27mph on the gps all day long with no issues. Yes I am still stock.
I have the body stripped off and getting it painted today. I am ordering the speed spring today
as well. I plan on doing the rest of the hop ups, lift, tires, clutch kit, re-jet carb, over the winter.
Bigfoot as I stated do not turn back all the way and luvthemud also said Don't thread 10mm all
the way back, you will compact spring all the way and also put more tension on throttle cable.
Leave the inch or a few turns fwrd the speed result is the same. All times are GMT The time now
is AM. Privacy Policy - Golf Carts - Top. This Website and forum is the property of
Buggiesgonewild. No material may be taken or duplicated in part or full without prior written
consent of the owners of buggiesgonewild. All rights reserved. User Name. Remember Me? Golf
Cart Pics. Site Sponsors. Mark Forums Read. Page 1 of 2. Thread Tools. Send a private message
to bigfoot Find More Posts by bigfoot Send a private message to IndianAcres. Send a private
message to dock Find More Posts by dock Posts: Send a private message to OregonMike. Find
More Posts by OregonMike. Send a private message to luvdamud. Find More Posts by
luvdamud. What size is the jet? Send a private message to Driven2xs. Find More Posts by
Driven2xs. Similar Threads. Ezgo governor adjustment 4 strokes. Governor rod adjustment.
Smell gas after governor adjustment. Governor adjustment question. Different types of Yamaha
golf cart models have different types of governors, which regulate the top speed of the golf cart
over flat terrain. The three types of governors in Yamaha models include spring adjustment,
clutch cable, and spark regulation governors. Each of these models has different procedures for
proper adjustment, and it is important to adhere to each procedure correctly to ensure you do
not make changes that could cause problems. Spark regulation governors cannot be adjusted,

since they are electronically programmed into the golf cart, but the other two types can and
should be adjusted periodically. Locate a spring adjustment governor at either the carburetor or
sticking out of the differentials. The governor will look like a spring loaded device coordinated
with the vehicle's accelerator. Use the screwdriver to turn the bolts that hold the governor in
place. Turning them clockwise will increase the tension, and turning them counter-clockwise
will decrease the tension. Increasing the tension will increase vehicle speed, and decreasing the
tension will decrease the vehicle's top speed. Locate the cable nut that holds the cable to the
throttle lever for a clu
reznor heater wiring diagram
1998 nissan altima fuse box diagram
1999 chevy blazer
tch cable governor. Adjust the main cable nut, holding it in place with the screwdriver. Turning
the nut counter-clockwise will make the cable longer, allowing the cart to go faster. Turning the
nut clockwise will reduce the vehicle's top speed. Always consult the owner's manual for the
Yamaha golf cart model you have. Every model has limits to how fast it can physically go
without engine damage or failure resulting. To make a golf cart go faster, you can also consider
installing a new engine. James Wiley graduated from Providence College in as a double major in
global studies and Spanish. Wiley's capstone thesis paper was published in the Providence
College database. He has also competed in international script-writing competitions and
coauthored a pilot which placed in the top 15 percent of international entries over the past year.
By: James Wiley. Published: 31 March, More Articles. Home Recreation Golf. Tips Always
consult the owner's manual for the Yamaha golf cart model you have.

